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ii.

CAST OF CHARACTERS - TRIAL BABY

RENEE, is the product of a single-parent home, Renee views
herself as the patron saint of pregnant women in failed
relationships; an entrepreneur; and a godsend saver of taxpayer
dollars. Along with Sandra and Anna, she stands trial for
running a fraudulent baby rental operation.
SANDRA, intentionally impregnates herself in a desperate attempt
to keep her lover. Along with Anna and Renee, she stands trial
for running a fraudulent baby rental operation.
ANNA, a little street and a little scrappy, Anna would rather
lock down her cheating, deadbeat boyfriend with a fake pregnancy
than move back in with her mother. Along with Sandra and Renee,
she stands trial for running a fraudulent baby rental operation.
PROSECUTOR, is an unseen voice, Prosecutor is a hard-hitting
woman-hating character with a no-frills, bullshit-calling
strategy. He's determined to bring down a fraudulent baby rental
operation.

CAST OF CHARACTERS - KNOCKOFF BABY

FULGENCIO, a high-strung new dad. Fulgencio hopes this new
chapter is an opportunity to improve his relationship with his
younger brother, Pedro.
PEDRO, loves practical jokes; he will do anything for a laugh.
Unfortunately, he's amused by other's pain.
CARMEN, is eager to build family relationships. Since getter
married, she has not spent much time with Fulgencio's family.
She ignores her husband's warnings to questions all of Pedro's
actions.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS - BABY OFF BABY

TOM, is a new dad fighting a mid-life crisis. He speaks in
slang,
loves technology, and feel trapped in his current
relationship.
MORGAN, is a new mom on a mission to have an envy-worthy
relationship. She's seen one too many romantic comedies and is
obsessed with appearances.

CAST OF CHARACTERS - BABY SHOWER

LARA, is a young woman who feels trapped by motherhood.
DARREN, is a mama's boy who is clueless about his wife's lacking
maternal instincts and interests.
JANET, is an overbearing mother focused on launching her son and
his wife into parenthood. She's determined to advance their
socioeconomic status.

iv.

SETTINGS - TRIAL BABY
The stage is both a courtroom and Renee's baby rental office.

SETTINGS - KNOCKOFF BABY
Fulgencio and Carmen's kitchen.

SETTINGS - BABY OFF BOARD
Tom and Morgan's living/family room.

SETTINGS - BABY SHOWER
Darren and Lara's living room.

v.

PRODUCTION NOTES

Oh Baby! is a collection of four short comedic plays. Each play
features characters with very peculiar thoughts about babies and
how best to cope with this chapter in life. Ideally, the show
opens with a comedic monologue or reading on the current state
of parenting.

PRODUCTION NOTES - TRIAL BABY
Present day. Renee, Sandra, and Anna are on trial for renting
babies to women who fraudulently trap men in relationships and
trial support payments. The play opens with the women on trial
and transitions between the courtroom and their office.

PRODUCTION NOTES - KNOCKOFF BABY
Present day. Fulgencio and
final hours of the couple's
younger brother, Pedro have
play opens with Carmen and
their first born's arrival.

Carmen's modest kitchen. It's
first pregnancy. Fulgencio and
never had a good relationship.
Fulgencio's waiting for Pedro

the
his
The
and

PRODUCTION NOTES - BABY OFF BOARD
Present day. Tom and Morgan's living/family room. The couple
enjoys playtime with their daughter, Tomorgan. Morgan's need for
outside validation annoys Tom. Clingy habits and insecurities
push Tom away.
Morgan pronounces the name as Te-morgan . Tom says it like Tommorgan.

PRODUCTION NOTES - BABY SHOWER
Present day. Following a disappointing baby shower, Lara shares
unconventional child rearing ideas with her timid husband and
his pushy mother.

Trial Baby
__________________________

A short play
Onicia D.L. Muller
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SCENE ONE
Lights up. The stage is both a
courtroom and office space.
RENEE (45) enters dressed in a
pantsuit. She appears to be a
motherly nurturing type.
RENEE
Product of a single-parent home, my mother made sure my needs
were met. She was a saint and a pioneer. I've taken her ideas
one step further. I am a saint and an entrepreneur.
PROSECUTOR's remains off stage for
the entire plan.
PROSECUTOR
Thank you, Renee. Your Honour, I have no further questions at
this time.
Renee sits on one of the three
seats on the stage.
PROSECUTOR
Next to the stand is Anna Ortiz.
ANNA (23) wears a blazer, shorts,
and flip flops. She uses her hip to
support a laundry basket.
ANNA
He thought he could do me dirty. I told him: I amma talk as
loud as I want -- don't give a frisbee if this entire complex
hears me. I got eyes and ears in the streets, baby. Your
cheating butt ain't finna pull one over on me.
Anna tosses the clothes out the
basket.
ANNA
Nah, I got your number. I got you good. I put your baby in my
belly. Gonna take all your money.
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You gonna be a broke ass brother. We're two months into this
twelve-month lease. Amma have your baby and enjoy all this
central air.
PROSECUTOR
Alright, Ms. Ortiz. Have a seat.
Anna sits next to Renee.
ANNA
(to Renee)
The fuck amma I do now? I ain't got no baby and he won't
bring his dick within a mile of me.
RENEE
Don't worry. I'll fix it.
PROSECUTOR
So you admit that you intentionally decided to deceive Mr.
Atkins?
RENEE
No. Anna was a good girl in a tough situation. Mr. Atkins was
a no-good like many others out there. The universe just
worked through us to give him - and others like him - what
they deserved.
Sound of a gavel knocking. SANDRA
(25), who appears to be at the end
of her first trimester enters.
SANDRA
I was pregnant and we decided it was best to get rid of the
baby because we weren't financially ready. Two weeks later,
word on the street was he had some other neighborhood chick
pregnant. I couldn't lose him to anther because her weak womb
didn't allow for an abortion. He was mine first.
RENEE
Ignoring the fact that Sandra remained his ride or die, Ed
still left. Our intentions were for justice.
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ANNA
To right a wrong.
SANDRA
To bring balance to the world.
Sandra sits next to Anna and Renee.
ANNA/SANDRA/RENEE
And to help women and children in need.
They whisper to each other. The
knocking gavel silences them.
PROSECUTOR
And after you helped connect Sandra and Anna, what happened
next?
ANNA
Situations like ours are a dime a dozen. We found others in
need, got organized, and brought righteous justice to the
world.
Renee and Sandra put on headsets
and begin typing on two computers.
Their dialog overlaps.
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RENEE
Jasmine won’t be available on
the fifth.(listening) Again,
please refer to our booking
policies which are posted on
the FAQ page of our website.
(listening. trying to contain
her frustration) Now -- can I
speak? Now, if you--No,
you’re not hearing me.
Listen. Listen. Okay, ready?
Great. Prices and
availability are subject to
change at our discretion and
without notice. (listening)
Then, I will advise you to
exercise your rights and stop
use of our service.

SANDRA
This is all really great,
Nicole. Just read along with
me as I confirm your
information, okay? Height:
five-eight. Age: twenty-five
years. Education: post
secondary degree. Condition:
currently at the eight-week
mark and due mid-August.
Race: Latino and Caucasian.
Diet: lactovegetarian.
Finally, you -- the carrier
is in good health and in a
low-stress environment.
(listening) Exactly. As we
find leasers, you can
allocate funds towards
incurred expenses and
eventually begin an
investment fund.

Done with their respective calls,
both women relax in their chairs.
RENEE
Some people think this is a get-rich-quick-over-night thing.
This is a charitable deed that pays. You shouldn't give up
your day job for this. Y'all remember that woman with the
quad-racial baby?
SANDRA
Yes, the one who said she's tri-racial -- Trinidadian,
Jamaican, and African American -- and the father's Indian.
ANNA
Girl, if that's the truth, then we are all multi-racial. I'm
Alabamian, Californian, Floridian, and Washingtonian.
RENEE
She was just straight up confuse-dian.
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The woman's laughter is cut short
by the pounding gavel.
PROSECUTOR
So you claimed to do charity, but you charged a service and
membership fee?
RENEE
Is it wrong to be compensated for good work?
ANNA
Without us those women would have nothing.
SANDRA
The women without fathers would have no support and the women
without babies would have no men.
PROSECUTOR
No! You're all frauds and thieves. This was never about
fatherless children. This was always about women dishonestly
trapping men -RENEE
We never trapped no one who wasn't guilty on some level.
PROSECUTOR
You faked pregnancy tests.
SANDRA
We never faked nothing.
ANNA
Those men didn't ask the right questions.
PROSECUTOR
What about the investigation done by the Maury Povich Show?
RENEE
In the case of the Maury show it was proven on air that those
men were the fathers.
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PROSECUTOR
Yet,today you just testified that you were in the business of
matching women with baby leasers. No need to lie, we already
know you paid a Maury Show staffer to tamper with test
results.
ANNA
You don't understand. The Maury show is a lie. How can a
woman appear on a show having done 17 DNA test but still
can't know who her baby's daddy is?
RENEE
Sholanda's baby - and women in similar situations - deserve
to have fathers.
PROSECUTOR
Are you suggesting that Mr. Povich should lie and trap some
man with a child that's not theirs?
RENEE
No, but if he really wanted to help, after the third negative
test he should've continue to provide resources without
having to put her through the humiliation of appearing on his
show.
SANDRA
Exactly, Maury don't give a damn about nothing except himself
and his trashy show.
PROSECUTOR
Your Honor, I think the jury has heard enough. Clearly. These
women and devious, unscrupulous, and lacking morals.
RENEE
You're repetitive and lacking evidence. I rebuke these
charges. I am an entrepreneur, social activist, saver of tax
payer dollars, and justified. You can’t take us down.
ANNA/SANDRA/RENEE
(standing, chanting)
You can't take us down. You can't take us down. You can't
take us down.
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The GAVEL KNOCKS twice. Lights
down.

END OF ‘TRIAL BABY’
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Knockoff Baby
__________________________

A short play
Onicia D.L. Muller
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SCENE ONE
Lights up on a kitchen setting.
FULGENCIO and CARMEN - his wife who
appears ready to give birth at any
minute - are setting the dinner
table.
CARMEN
You are so tense. Tell mamma-in-waiting what’s on your mind.
FULGENCIO
Is it that obvious? I just can’t wrap my mind around how for the longest time - it felt like we would never reach to
month nine. But, here we are.
CARMEN
Yep, we’re going to be parents. This will be our life’s
greatest work.
Carmen grimaces. She’s disturbed by
her last statement. Fulgencio cups
her face and rubs her belly. He
knows that was the hormones
talking.
FULGENCIO
He’s always been a jerk. I’m really surprised, and impressed,
and grateful for how active Pedro has been throughout this
pregnancy.
(an appreciative moment)
He’s traveling fifteen hours to be here for the birth!
Fulgencio expresses excitement with
a jump and a jig.
CARMEN
Family is family. Especially because they show up for moments
like these.
A knock at the door. Fulgencio
answers it. Carmen takes a seat.
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FULGENCIO
Pedro!
PEDRO, Fulgencio’s younger brother,
stands at the door holding two baby
bags and a box. He puts down the
box so the brothers can properly
greet each other with a hug.
PEDRO
Big brother! Such an exciting time, no?
FULGENCIO
Yes. Yes. Good to see you. Come in.
PEDRO
I will, but first you guys need to come outside and see my
surprise for baby Fulgencio.
CARMEN
What? There’s more?
PEDRO
So much more, Carmen. So much more. The trio exits.

SCENE TWO
Back in the kitchen, Fulgencio,
Carmen, and Pedro sit around the
table. Carmen’s is stunned. She
struggles to comprehend the recent
events. Fulgencio is visibly upset.
Pedro is relaxed and pleased as
Punch.
PEDRO
A baby Fulgencio! Come on, don’t tell me that’s not precious.
FULGENCIO
Why do you always have to have the spotlight? Always steal my
thunder? Why do you always make things about you?
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Carmen stops Fulgencio by placing
her hand on his arm. She turns to
Pedro.
CARMEN
I can see she’s pregnant. Is it really yours?
PEDRO
Of course, it is. I wouldn’t bestow our family’s name on some
stranger’s child. It’s been passed down for five generation.
FULGENCIO
But, it’s not your name to give.
PEDRO
Why are you surprised? I told you fifteen years ago that I
was naming my first son Fulgencio.
FULGENCIO
Yes, but it’s my name to give. You can’t just steal my name.
PEDRO
I am not -CARMEN
I don’t understand. No one knew you were even in a
relationship.
PEDRO
I wasn’t then, but now I’m married.
PEDRO
CARMEN
You’re married?!

FULGENCIO
You’re married?!

PEDRO
Keep your voice down. Gina is trying to sleep. Yes, we got
married a few hours ago. I had to make sure she was the one.
Carmen needs a drink. She prepares
tea.
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CARMEN
I don’t understand.
PEDRO
I’ll start from the beginning. Fifteen years ago, I told
Fulgencio that I was going to name my son Fulgensio. When he
told me that you guys were trying to conceive, I knew it was
time to fulfill my promise.
FULGENCIO
That wasn’t a promise; that was a threat.
CARMEN
So, you found and impregnated some random woman?
PEDRO
It’s like this: I posted an ad on Craigslist for women who
had your features. At one point, I had four women pregnant.
CARMEN
Four! Why so many?
FULGENCIO
That’s completely unnecessary. What were you going to do with
four children?
PEDRO
I don’t know. But, it’s a good thing I did; I had three
miscarriages. Gina was truly the chosen one. Once we were
sure this pregnancy would go to term, we got hitched.
CARMEN
FULGENCIO
That’s amazing.
You’re an idiot.
PEDRO
Don’t talk down on my love.
FULGENCIO
Just shut up. Please, stop talking.
CARMEN
No, I want to hear everything. What happens now? What if you
got multiples or a girl.
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PEDRO
Thank you, Carmen. You’re a real quality person. To answer
your question, it wouldn’t matter. There’s no law saying a
name can’t be gender ambiguous. Anyway, it’s getting late and
I still have to poke Gina.
Pedro walks off stage. Moments
later, we hear sex sounds from off
stage.
FULGENCIO
Is he - are they having sex?
CARMEN
Yes. I think it induces labor.
A beat.
FULGENCIO
You hear them. Woman, assume the position.

Before Carmen can question which
position, Fulgencio guides her to
the table and bends her over.
FULGENCIO (CONT’D)
I’ll be damned if he gives birth first. Lights dim.

SCENE THREE
Pedro and Fulgencio enter holding
their baby.
FULGENCIO
Unless it’s the truth, I don’t want to hear another thing out
of your mouth.
PEDRO
I’ve been telling you the truth. This - right here - is baby
Fulgensio. Look -
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Pedro pulls out a birth
certificate. Fulgencio lets out a
primal scream. He snatches the
document from his brother’s hands
but doesn’t read it. His son cries.
Fulgencio soothes him.
PEDRO (CONT’D)
The depths of your frustration makes the payoff sweeter. It’s
more than I imagined.
The brothers want to fight, but
they can’t wake their sons.
Instead, they whisper and use baby
voices. Neither listens to the
other. They ad lib childish
insults. Carmen enters. She breaks
up the fight.
PEDRO (CONT’D)
It’s just a name. Either boy can legally change theirs at any
time.
Fulgencio lunges for Pedro. Carmen
grabs him by the sleeve. Carmen is
amused. She takes the certificate
from Fulgencio. After reading it,
an involuntary chuckle develops
into a boisterous laugh.
CARMEN
Oh, he got you good! He sure did name his baby ‘Fulgensio.'
FULGENCIO
Yes, I know he did. Pedro, you’ve gone too far.
Carmen taps her husband shoulder.
He shrugs her off.
PEDRO
No, I haven’t.
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CARMEN
No, you don’t understand. He named the baby ‘Fulgensio’ with
a ‘s’.
Fulgencio takes the certificate
from Carmen. He reads.
Understanding. He’s livid.
FULGENCIO
You idiot. Why would you do that?!
PEDRO
Because it’s funny. Why wouldn’t I do that? Now our sons can
be Fulgensio and Fulgencio.
CARMEN
I have to say it’s quite a cute inside joke.
FULGENCIO
No, it’s not. You just destroyed a child’s life all for a
brief chuckle.
PEDRO
No, not a brief chuckle. I’ll laugh about this for the rest
of my life.
Pedro laughs smugly.
CARMEN
Isn’t it quite common to spell ‘Fulgencio’ both ways?
FULGENCIO
Yes, but only illiterate peasants spell it with an ‘s’. Pedro
hands Carmen their son.
FULGENCIO (CONT’D)
When he applies for work - or joins any social club - he
might be rejected solely because the ‘s’ indicates that his
parents are dirt poor and uneducated.
CARMEN
Fulgencio, will you relax? It’s funny.
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PEDRO
You’re just mad that I got you good and worked up.
FULGENCIO
No, I’m not. You know what? (beat) Never mind. I’ve had
enough. I’m going to bed.
Fulgencio exits the stage. Carmen
and Pedro remain with the babies.
CARMEN
Well, I thought it was funny.
PEDRO
Thank you.
He takes a seat.
CARMEN
I commend you for staging such an elaborate troll. It took
commitment and coordination -PEDRO
And sexual kill.
Carmen gives him a weary look.
CARMEN
You’re being inappropriate.
PEDRO
Sorry.
CARMEN
Listen, here’s how we can take this to a new level.
Lights dim.
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SCENE FOUR
Lights up. Carmen is in the dining
room sipping tea. A distressed
Fulgencio enters.
FULGENCIO
Where’s baby Fulgencio?
CARMEN
Which one?
FULGENCIO
Our son. The real Fulgencio. The one that matters.
CARMEN
Your nephew isn’t real and doesn’t matter?
FULGENCIO
That’s not how I meant it. Where is he? He’s not in the
nursery.
CARMEN
He’s sleeping with his cousin. Pedro thought it would be a
good bonding experience for them.
FULGENCIO
Could you let me know or leave a note next time?
Fulgencio walks off and returns
with a baby. While he’s making
small talk with the baby, Pedro
enters holding the other baby.
PEDRO
Who you got there?
FULGENCIO
When exactly are you leaving? I’m no longer amused; I’ve had
enough of your face.
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PEDRO
Wow, so much hostility so early in the morning. If you feel
that way, I can go as soon as I have my son.
FULGENCIO
He’s in your arms. You can be on your way.
PEDRO
Is he?
Fulgencio examines his brother’s
expression.
FULGENCIO
What? You wanna try tricking me into believing that you
switched the babies? Get out of here. I’m pretty sure I know
my son.
PEDRO
Are you sure? You’ve only had him for a few days. Just
yesterday you said, “all babies look like potatoes.”
CARMEN
That’s true. You did say that.
Carmen does a poor job at hiding
her smile. Fulgencio looks at both
his wife and his brother. Pedro
doesn’t try to hide his joy.
FULGENCIO
What, you helped him plan this?
Fulgencio exchanges babies with his
brother.
FULGENCIO (CONT’D)
Easiest trick in the book: switching pajamas. I have my son;
you can leave.
Pedro sits. He places his feet on
the table.
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PEDRO
You’re pretty confident that’s your potato. How cute. Moments
ago, you were pretty sure this was your potato.

Pedro’s smile challenges his
brother. Carmen is not amused. She
inspects both boys.
CARMEN
It is. We agreed that you would switch the pajamas.
PEDRO
Did we?
She compares the babies again. She
hopes Pedro will be honest.
CARMEN
Pedro, be serious. Tell your brother ‘this is Fulgencio’.
PEDRO
(monotone)
This is Fulgencio.
Carmen is almost convinced. Without
speaking, Fulgencio lets her know
he doesn’t buy it.
CARMEN
You almost had me. Please confirm this is our son Fulgencio
with a ‘c’ and not Fulgensio with an ‘s’.

Pedro has a mischievous grin.
FULGENCIO
All right, wise guy. We’ll just keep whichever baby we have
now. You’ll just have to live your life knowing you are
spending all your money to raise my son. Now, pack your
things and go.
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PEDRO
That’s where you’re wrong, big brother. You’re the one who is
going to live a frustrating existence not knowing whether or
not you have my child. Me? I’m going to take this baby and
condemn it to live in abject poverty.
Disbelief, a challenging stare, and
then despair.
PEDRO (CONT’D)
That’s what I thought. Because I know that you can’t live
with the not knowing, you’re now forced to provide the same
opportunities to both boys. And in doing so, I have
successfully forced you into raising my son.
Lights fade as Pedro laughs
maniacally.

END OF ‘KNOCKOFF BABY’
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Baby Off Board!
__________________________

A short play
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SCENE ONE
The dinning/family room area of a trendy
apartment. Clothes and baby toys are
tossed about. MORGAN and TOM play with
their daughter, TOMORGAN. Morgan captures
each moment with her smartphone. Tom
masks his annoyance every time she
interrupts his playtime.
TOM
That’s stone cold. How Whitney gonna just walk out on Craig
like that?
MORGAN
Simple, she got tired of talking. Tomorgan, smile for Mama.
Smile.
TOM
(singing R. Kelly)
When a woman’s fed up,
It ain't nothing you can do about it,
Morgan snaps more photos and swipes
through several apps.
MORGAN
Six months older and Whitney’s baby still doesn’t have half
the hair as Tomorgan. Winning. Sucks for the baby, but I’m
glad it’s taking Whitney off her high horse.
TOM
I wonder why she did that and what she’s doing now?
MORGAN
She’s living the dream. More importantly, Craig will realize
what he lost and do the most to get her back.
TOM
Bitches be trippin’-- not you, though. You’re good. You stay
stalking. I haven’t been on Whitney’s page in a minute. Let
me pull it up. (a pause) The struggle is real.
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Morgan pecks Tom on the cheek. A
brief look of surprise registers on
his face.
MORGAN
You’re the best when you drink that haterade with me.
(Scoffing) She thought her baby would be the most fly just
‘cause it’s biracial. (Beat) But for real that’s how it
works. It’s only when you leave is when you are appreciated.
TOM
I think she’s a beautiful little girl.
Morgan gives Tom a death stare.
TOM
Excuse me for not chewing up an innocent child. Craig’s
online.
MORGAN
I see him. He’s been on for fifteen minutes now. I know he’s
seen Tomorgan’s latest post. He hasn’t liked, commented, or
shared any of them since Thursday.
The couple is pretty preoccupied
with their phones. The conversation
is very much like they are talking
at versus with each other.
TOM
That’s discouraging. (Beat) Tomorgan’s stats have been a bit
low. Do you think we’re oversharing?
MORGAN
I made a nice comment about his daughter’s busted birthday
dress two days ago and he didn’t ‘like’ it. There were only
thirty comments on the post.
TOM
He didn’t? That’s kinda shady, right? Correct use of ‘shade’,
yes?
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MORGAN
He ‘liked’ twenty-five comments. If he can check a
notification, he can acknowledge a comment.
TOM
I think this weekend I want to go to the game with the boys.
MORGAN
With Tomorgan?
TOM
I was hoping this could come out of my me-time quota.
MORGAN
You want to use your last hours on a game? I feel like you’ll
run the risk of going over time.
TOM
You know, if you wanted some extra you-time I would give it
to you. What about roll-over-MORGAN
Tom, can a day have more than 24 hours?
Tom doesn’t make eye contact. He is
defeated.
MORGAN
Exactly. (Searches phone) We have ten ‘family hours’
remaining. If we went to the game together, it would be like
having your cake and eating it too.
TOM
I dunno -MORGAN
What’s there to think about? Tomorgan might do something
cute. We can post it on Vine to go viral.
TOM
At four months I really don’t think she’s going to do
anything viral-worthy.
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MORGAN
Donna’s laugh video went viral when it -- sorry she -- was
just two months.
TOM
You’ve mentioned this like a million times. Also, I checked
and they are six relations removed from our network. No one
in up to three degrees of separation has gone viral, so
Tomorgan -MORGAN
Tomorgan.
TOM
Tomorgan still has a shot. It will happen organically.
MORGAN
Organic. (Scoffing) You think internet recognition is
organic? You probably think the Buddha or the Drunk Baby
phenomenon was an accident? Luck is when preparation meets
opportunity.
The TIMER on Morgan’s phone sounds.
MORGAN
Thirty minutes until family time is over. (Snapping a series
of selfies with Tomorgan) I feel like all the Instagram
filters are so yesterday. Tom, I need you to get in this
photo.
Unenthusiastically Tom joins the
family selfie. After a few more
snaps Morgan inspects the photo.
MORGAN
Why are you wearing the same top from last family time? How
many times have I told you about planning your wardrobe?
Twenty-five minutes remaining and no official family photo.
You’re killing me.
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Tom begins straightening up the
room and putting away the baby
stuff.
TOM
I don’t know how to help you with that.
MORGAN
You can by just planning better. Fuck. This fucking bitch
Ashley is pissing me the hell off.
TOM
I don’t think our lives has to be planned to such extreme
degree. So, are you cool with me going to the game or not? To
the game or nah. (Sotto to self. Proud.) Slang game on point.
MORGAN
Pull up Tomorgan’s birth announcement post from her Facebook
fan page.
Tom scrolls through his phone.
MORGAN
This post is four months old and this fucking bitch Ashley is
finding time to talk shit about it. She’s social media
illiterate. People get ‘share’ notifications, Ashley.
TOM
I don’t see anything.
MORGAN
She publicly shared the birth announcement on her wall just
to make snide comments about cultural appropriation, ghettoism, wanna be ethnic and urban.
TOM
Oh, I see it. Tomorgan is not ghetto.
MORGAN
Tomorgan.
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TOM
Sure. I did a Survey Monkey and Buzzfeed’s “is my baby name
ghetto” quiz. Results were negative.
MORGAN
Ignorant ass trifling bitch. You can’t culturally appropriate
if you’re already a part of that culture.
TOM
We’ve done the groundwork. We can’t be racist; we have color
in us.
MORGAN
You don’t have to tell me. Our ancestry stats are clearly
posted in Tomorgan’s about page. Six-fucking-teenth African.
TOM
She’s tripping. Name blending is a common African American
thing. Tomorgan is -MORGAN
Tomorgan.
TOM
Tomorgan is embracing her heritage. We have all the examples.
Esther and Lennox.
MORGAN
Eslen. Micheal and Vera.
TOM
Micheal-vera.
MORGAN
Michavera.
TOM
Yeah. All good and acceptable like Tom and Morgan.
MORGAN
Tomorgan is clearly a classful blend --
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TOM
Classy and tasteful.
MORGAN
That’s what I said, classful. Putting that on Urban
Dictionary. (scrolls through phone) Tomorgan can totally be
like Dutch for ‘tomorrow’.
TOM
I’m not the one disagreeing. It’s a good name.
Morgan looks up from her phone and
realizes that Tom is almost done
cleaning up the room.
MORGAN
What are you doing?
TOM
Family time is almost over.
MORGAN
We have like ten more minutes.
Morgan begins undoing everything
Tom just did.
MORGAN
You cleaning up before family time is done gives Tomorgan the
impression that you are in a rush to be done with her and
ultimately don’t care about her.
TOM
You said there are only so many hours in the month. So I’m
maximizing time. Can I breathe, or nah?
MORGAN
Firstly, you’ve been breathing. Secondly -TOM
I don’t want to fight. I just want to sleep.
Morgan goes to hug Tom.
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MORGAN
I’m sorry for being a crazy person. It’s just -- we’re in
this together and I want this to work. You know?
TOM
Yeah. I know.
Morgan deepens the embrace and
lightly kisses Tom’s face working
her way. He pulls away.
TOM
That’s not a good idea. Let’s just focus on Tomorgan.
Morgan is about to correct Tom but
stops herself. For a few moments
they clean in silence. Their phones
buzz and vibrate, but they ignore
them.

Done with cleaning, Morgan takes
Tomorgan. Tom stops her.
TOM
Is this working? (Beat) Like us switching rooms and this
whole set up. Are you good?
MORGAN
I’m great. I think we’re doing the smartest thing. You
sleeping all right?
TOM
Yeah, I’m great. Rested.
Morgan - holding Tomorgan in her
seat - moves towards Tom.
MORGAN
Did you want to kiss her before we turn in?
Tom plays briefly with his
daughter.
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TOM
It’s like 11 now. I’m going to be in my deepest sleep in two
hours. So happy tomorrow is sleep-in Sunday.
MORGAN
Yeah. With her it takes a while. I would say maybe round
three or four is when I really get that REM sleep in.
TOM
People are practically dead to the world while in REM.
A pause.
MORGAN
That was probably when Whitney walked out on Craig. One day
they were having family time posting online and the next she
was gone.
TOM
She legit just bounce after five years of marriage and two
kids?
Again the couple talk more at
versus with each other.
MORGAN
This is going to play out like a freaking rom-com. He’s going
to chase her. He has too. Hashtag so jelly.
TOM
Ripping the band-aid. The scariest but greatest solution.
It’s never a right age to split up but this...
MORGAN
We’re told to be loyal and keep serving even if we’re under
appreciated. She went rogue and played hardball.
TOM
The hardest of balls. She may be the bravest person I know.
At this, Morgan is bought back into
the moment.
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MORGAN
That’s horrible not brave!
TOM
Right. Yeah, terrible.
They search each other’s eyes. Lights
down.

SCENE THREE
Lights up. Tom walks across the stage
towards where Morgan is sleeping. He
listens to tell if she’s awake before
returning to his room.
Moments later, Morgan walks across the
stage holding a note in her hand. She
listens to see if Tom is awake before
going to her room. Lights down.

SCENE FOUR
It’s the middle of the night. Tom creeps
out into the living room. He has a
backpack and a suitcase. He sets them
down. He searches his pockets. He doubles
back to the bedroom.
He re-enters holding an envelope and
mobile phone. At the same time - from an
opposite side of the stage - Morgan backs
out of her room onto main stage. She
doesn’t notice him until she turns
around. Tom stands frozen. A pregnant
pause.
MORGAN
What’s happening?
A pause. Tom struggles with his words.
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TOM
It. We. Whitney and Craig.
MORGAN
She left him and he searched for her. What are you doing?
TOM
I was thinking. I thought -MORGAN
You don’t. This is not -- we can press reset. We can talk in
the morning. We should just return to our rooms.
Tom takes a seat.
face.

Morgan gets in his

MORGAN
Tom, go back to your room.
TOM
Let’s just think -MORGAN
No. Stop thinking.
TOM
We could. Who's to say we couldn’t -- Morgan.
Morgan taps him on the forehead.
MORGAN
No ‘we’. You. This is you. This is you breaking you promise:
if single at 35, then baby at 37. You can’t back out or you
owe me $100,000.
Tom pushes her out of his face.
TOM
The promise. Always with that stupid promise. This is not me.
This is you.
MORGAN
Me? I have nothing to claim.
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TOM
Is you out here trying to sneak off or no? (Beat) So it is
you. You forced and pressured me into this situation.
MORGAN
Force? Pressure? I did not lay down and come up pregnant by
myself.
TOM
No, you didn’t but -MORGAN
Exactly.
TOM
But let me finish. You used five-year-old pact, alcohol, and
my dry spell to trap-MORGAN
The pact was your idea.
TOM
I wanted sex not domestication. You ran me down with your
yearly and eventually weekly reminders of a stupid drunken
conversation.
MORGAN
You were supposed to love me.
TOM
What?
MORGAN
Me having your child was supposed to open your eyes and make
you realize I am the one; the true love of your life. You
were supposed to love me!
TOM
I loved the life out of you. I have no idea what you’re on
about.
MORGAN
You never did the proposal or big romantic gesture.
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TOM
We’re just friends. We’ve been friends.
MORGAN
You don’t get it. You never really saw me.
TOM
Well, I’m seeing you now, psycho bitch. You know what? I’ll
take Tomorgan
MORGAN
It’s pronounced Tomorgan!
TOM
It’s a stupid fucking name!
MORGAN
That’s your baby you’re talking about.
TOM
Whom you practically stole from my loins. Tomorgan.
MORGAN
Tomorgan.
A moment. A mixture of
disappointment, defeat, and longing
crosses Tom’s face.
MORGAN
I don’t understand what’s happening.
He pulls away from Morgan and exits with
his suitcase.
LIGHTS OUT.
END OF ‘BABY OFF BOARD’
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Baby Shower!
__________________________

A short play
Onicia D.L. Muller
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SCENE ONE.
A living room decorated with
BALLOONS and STREAMERS. The visibly
pregnant LARA sits on the couch
folding and re-folding a onesie.
DARREN, her husband, collects the
scattered gift bags. Janet,
Darren’s mom rips open envelopes.
She celebrates each time she finds
cash. The envelopes are mostly
empty; Janet is annoyed.
DARREN
I know onesies are the must-have for newborns, but is it too
much to ask for a few that aren’t plain white?
JANET
Normally, I would tell you to be grateful, but looking around
the room all I see is generic, no-brand, discounted, last
season goods. Tell me truthfully, did you set up the gift
registry for Macy’s and Baby Gap, AND let your friends know
about them?
DARREN
Mom, I promise you, we followed all your instructions.
Lara clutches her belly a panicked
expression forms.
JANET
(kicking a gift bag)
Then why is all your shit from Target and Walmart?
Darren collects the discarded gift
bag and onesies as staling tactic.
JANET
It is baffling to me because I am sure the guest list was
strategically designed to have only your friends who are
higher-educated, better paid, well-to-do, having only one to
none children.
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DARREN
It was! We really, specifically, and only invited my friends
who were higher-educated, better paid, well-to-do, having
only one to none children because - as you say - “they are
most likely to get the good shit”.
Janet grabs the pile of onesies
from Darren and tosses them
randomly. One lands on Lara’s lap.
Trans-like, Lara holds it up. His
despair increases.
JANET
(Gesturing at nothing in
particular)
You know what this is?
DARREN
A onesie? Our living room? I need a hint. Not sure what
you’re referring to.
JANET
Envy manifested. Those hatin’ ass so-called friends of yours
are elitist. We’ve played their game: dressed right, got
educated, rubbed all the shoulders, procreated within
wedlock, and still they do everything to keep us down.
DARREN
Mom, you’re being paranoid. We’ve known some of them since
high school.
JANET
I know the mind of the hater. You’re naive just like your
father.
Lara drops the onesie.
LARA
This is not true. This is not real.
JANET
You calling me a liar? His head was so in the clouds that he
could have conversations with God.
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LARA
(Pushing aside gifts and
decorations)
I don’t like this.
DARREN
I know, we should have gotten better stuff.
LARA
I don’t want any of this. Get it away from me.
JANET
I mean, it’s crap, but it’s still crap you need. Also, we
already took off most of the tags. Those cheapskates didn’t
includ receipts.
Panic rises as Lara tugs at her
collar and clawing at her belly.
LARA
Take it off. I need to take it off.
DARREN
Are your clothes too tight? Is the baby moving?
Lara sobs uncontrollably.
LARA
I don’t -- I don’t wanna be here. I can’t -- I can’t have a
baby.
JANET
A Girl. You don’t want a baby girl?
DARREN
No. No. No, don’t do this now. We’re already committed.
JANET
The more traditional way would be to have a boy first. Then
he could fend for his younger sister, but this can work.
LARA
You’re not listening to me. I need to not be pregnant, now!
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Darren takes Lara into his arms.
JANET
Lara honey, you can’t just un-have a baby. I mean you could,
but the time for that is long gone. Or rather you could, but
it’s illegal and could kill you.
DARREN
Babe, we had this talk. Everyone has to grow up. It’s going
to be fine. It’s part of life.
LARA
Michael Jackson’s Neverland. I wanna be Peter Pan. I won’t
grow up. I won’t. I won’t grow up-JANET
Bubble pop alert. You are thirty-two soon you’re womb will be
dried out and dusty.
Lara pouts and fusses.
JANET
Listen, little missy. I’ve worked too hard to bring Darren to
this level. Your silly girl fears won’t bring us down.
Babies. Are. Blessings.
LARA
Facts: babies mean old age and death. People who have babies
increase their chances of grand-babies. And one hundred
percent of people with grandbabies die.
Lara springs out of Darren’s arms
and begins kicking things around.
At this point Janet is exasperated.
Darren is useless and uncertain how
to fix the situation.
LARA
I wanna keep my body. I don’t wanna be responsible. I don’t
like things coming out of my vagina.
Janet grabs her by the shoulders.
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JANET
Calm yourself, woman. No one enjoys having things come out of
their vagina.
LARA
No, but I really don’t. Not menstruation or queefs. I don’t
even like to pee.
DARREN
Really? No peeing? When it snows you can go outside and draw-LARA
I’m a girl. I there’s pants pulling, skirt lifting,
wind, and drip --

wiping,

JANET
This conversation is completely asinine.
DARREN
I put my penis in you and you like that, right? I mean you
make happy sounds when I do that.
Comment unacknowledged and weary,
Janet takes a seat.
LARA
Of course. The penis goes in. I like when things go in. Penis
in? Yes. Fingers in? Yes. Rabbit vibrator in? Hell yes. But,
penis out? No. Fingers out? Sad times. Rabbit -JANET
Um, Mother-in-law here.
LARA
Sorry, but babies are like herpes.
DARREN
Did you just compare our future child to an STD?
JANET
My future grandchild is not the herpes.
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LARA
I know it isn’t, but it so is. I love you Darren, but this is
legit like herpes.
Lara plops back onto the couch.
Darren joins her. Janet looks for
something to fan herself with.
LARA
Herpes are life-long, it cock blocks your sex life, and only
people with the disease and sickos are willing to be with
those infected.
DARREN
Now you’re just reaching. I thought we were over this whole Idon’t-wan’t-to-grow-up phase. Remember you said (lowers
voice) “Put a baby in me, Darren! Put it in!”
JANET
Fact: I can hear you now just as I heard you guys then. (to
Lara) You said you wanted to do the speaking in tongues and
not be able to walk straight. You’ve waddled every day of
this pregnancy. I say wish granted.
LARA
That was dirty talk. I swear, you never understand me.
JANET
Since when is the thought, talk, or act of impregnating
someone classified as dirty talk? Things sure have changed
since I started in the game.
DARREN
Lara, we are seven months along. You are completely
blindsiding me.
LARA
You knew I didn’t like babies.
DARREN
What about your nephew Lance?
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LARA
He was almost a year when we met. That’s old enough to do
tricks. I only like them when they can do stuff. (Beat. To
Janet) Can’t we leave the baby with you for a year then
takeover when she can actually do stuff?
JANET
First of all, y’all live here. Secondly, I signed up to be a
grandma. That means I’m only good for weekend care and
holidays. Thirdly -DARREN
We can’t pawn our baby off on Mom. That’s not now parenting
works.
LARA
But it could be. We’d be pioneers. Don’t you want to be a
parenting pioneer? We can pay you.
DARREN
It’s not happening.
LARA
Why not? People send their doggies to obedience school. Why
can’t we send our baby away? (to Janet) You can teach it to
pee and roll over. That would be nice. If it would pee and
roll over I could be persuaded to wake up at three AM for
feeding. Also, if you would teach her to fetch-Janet is exasperated.
DARREN
Stop. My mom is not raising our child.
LARA
You could set yourself up as a non-profit and get government
funding.
Janet is deep in thought as if she
is anywhere but in the room.
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LARA
You would be doing a great work. People like Oprah and Dr.
Phil will interview you. Also, if our baby grew up to do
something great, you would get a shout out on TV and be
photographed for the cover of Parenting Magazine.
Silence. Darren is completely
bewilder. Lara waits with bated
breath. Janet’s expression is
contemplative and hard to read.
JANET
How long and how much?
LARA
I don’t know, maybe until she learns to crawl or fill out a
student loan application?
LIGHTS OUT.
END OF ‘BABY SHOWER’
END OF ‘OH BABY!’

